Abstract: The implementation of Speech Enhancement using Spectral Subtraction method and Kalman
INTRODUCTION
Speech enhancement is used to improve intelligibility and overall perceptual quality of degraded speech using various algorithms and audio signal processing techniques. The aim of speech enhancement is to improve quality of speech.Quality here refers to clarity, intelligibility, pleasantness or compatibility. It is very difficult for any mathematical algorithms to measure intelligibility and pleasantness. The methods for enhancing speech are removal of background noise, noise suppression, adaptive filtering of noise etc.
The speech band in telephone networks range between 300-3400Hz. The markets are now dominated by fourth generation phones with higher frequency ranges. It is very crucial not to harm or garble the speech signal whenever the background noise is suppressed. The background noise sounds more comfortable than the quiet unnatural noise. Comfortness is not an issue if the speech signal is given to speech recognizer than to human ear.
Background noise suppression has number of applications like using telephone in a noisy environment, air-ground communication etc. The demand is more for good speech enhancement algorithms for hearing aid. Operation of Speech Recognition systems rely on features extracted from speech which are in turn disturbed by extra noise sounds. In active noise suppression method an antinoise is produced into listener's ear to cancel the noise. The delay must be small so as to avoid producing more noise instead of cancellingthe existing noise. Therefore most of methods for active noise suppression are analog.
Noise Reduction Principles:
The main requirements of any noise reduction system for speech enhancement are:- Naturalness refers to how natural is the speech after enhancement is applied and how well it is reflecting original speech signal.The Signal-to-noise ratio must be improved so as to prove the use of speech enhancement algorithms suppressed noise to a considerable level.The delay of the enhanced signal is another important aspect. The delay of enhanced signal must be as short as possible.The complexity of applying these algorithms, speech enhancement techniques must be relatively less as possible. The entire process and techniques must be as simple as possible.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Berouti in his implementation proposed a method that even reduces the effect of musical noise in the enhanced signal. Here as in case of conventional subtraction not only noise spectrum is subtracted from noisy speech spectrum but also this method subtracts an over-estimate of noise spectrum so that output will not go beyond noise floor [2] .
Yi Zhang and Yunxin Zhao proposed a new algorithm that subtracts real and imaginary parts separately. Thus both real and imaginary parts are processed and enhanced separately. The restored signal is more effective [3] .
Y.Ephraim and D.Malah [4] proposed work on short time spectral amplitude (STSA) of speech. In this work, spectral components of noise and speech are modelled as statistically independent Gaussian random variables. Both the complex phase of noise signal and MMSE STSA estimator are combined to get enhanced signal.
At times when noise itself is contaminated, its peak will shift; thus it would be difficult to differenciate between clean speech and noise which in turn may cause overlap of speech and noise spectrums; with respect to above problem, Peng Dai and Ing Yann proposed an algorithm that moves the noise peak and decreases the overlap of spectrums [5] .
Research in field of unvoiced speech separation has also been done. Ke Hu and Dehiang Wang in their algorithm segregated unvoiced speech from the speech signal. This algorithm removes periodic interference [6] .
The use of averaging factor to estimate the a-priori SNR [7] was proposed by Md.Kamral Hasan, SayeefSalahuddin and M.Rezwan Khan. The aforesaid method reduced musical noise to larger extent.
Another technique called time-frequency block thresholding was implemented for audio denoising proposed by Gvoshen Yu, Stephane Mallat and Emmanuel Bacry [8] .
Kalman, R. E. proposed a new approach to Linear Filtering and Prediction Problems by introducing prediction and correction algorithm [10] .Kalman, R. E., and Buch, R. S. worked jointly to find new and efficient results in linear filtering and prediction theory [11] .Mrs. Ganga K Moorthyand Mrs. MeenaPriyaDharshini proposed a method of implementing spectral subtraction on FPGA thus making use of VLSI architecture for speech enhancement [1] .
SPECTRAL SUBTRACTION
At times noise is present on separate channel apart from noisy signal. Therefore the noise spectrum estimate can be subtracted from noisy speech spectrum. It is very difficult to remove noise completely but we can reduce its effects. The additive noise increases mean and variance of spectrum. The variance which is due to random nature of noise is very difficult to cancel out. The increase in mean can be nullified by subtracting mean of noise spectrum noisy speech. In this domain, the noisy signal is represented as in below equation
where y(m) is noisy signal, x(m) is clean speech signal and n(m) is noise signal. The frequency domain representation of the above equation is given by
where Y(f), X(f) and N(f) are Fourier transform of noisy signal, speech signal and noise signal respectively. The input noisy speech signal is first buffered and divided into segments of sample length N. Each segment undergoes windowing by Hanning Window. Then each windowed segment is transformed into frequency domain by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 
In frequency domain, the above equation is expressed as
= X w (f) + N w (f)
Thus spectral subtraction is defined asin equation
where is estimate of original speech signal is time averaged noise estimate.
The magnitude of clean speech is combined with noisy phase to obtain the restored signal. Inverse Fourier transform is performed to convert signal back to time domain.
KALMAN FILTERING
Kalman filter is named after Rudolf .E. Kalman [10] . The basic operation of Kalman filter is based on recursive process and provided solution for problem based on linear filtering for discrete data. Many research work is going on in the area of State-Space models.The aim here is to estimate the signal through least square process recursively.
Kalman filter provided very good results and is applied to many applications like Missiles Search, Navigation and Economy. Kalman filter is based on concepts of Wiener filter. Kalman filter allows both stationary and nonstationary parts of speech and is also capable to estimate errors more accurately than any other filters.It is also called Linear Quadratic Estimation(LQE) because it uses estimations of holding noise of arbitrary varieties and various different mistakes and produces observation of unknown variables that are more exact than those focused around confined solitary estimation.
Kalman filter recursively works on streams of data to generate ideal appraisal of the system state. The use of this filter for Speech enhancement was first presented by Paliwal. It is best suitable for white noise reduction from a signal and also fulfills the Kalman Filter assumptions. In order to derive Kalman filter equations we assumed additive noise is uncorrelated and has normal distribution.
Speech signal is considered stationary during each frame in order to prove that AR model of speech remains same along the entire segment.
State vector of Kalman filter to fit one dimensional Speech Signal into State Space model is given by:-
Where, x(k) is the input speech signal at time k and consider that speech signal is corrupted by additive white noise n(k) then the summation of these two form y(k).
y(k)=x(k)+n(k)

DESIGN FLOW AND METHODOLOGY
Design I using Spectral Subtraction
The time domain input signal is taken first. As processing is simple and easier in frequency domain time domain signal is converted to frequency domain. This is done by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) block. We go for FFT as it is computationally efficient than Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).The three main stages in the design are preprocessing stage, main processing stage and the final stage.
The Preprocessing stage mainly does the framing of signal that is the time domain signal is divided into frames using Hamming window and then converted into frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).Next in main processing stage the decomposition of signal, estimating the magnitude and then finally subtracting the magnitude of the signal with noise magnitude is done. In final stage of the design the deframing is done in which signal divided into frames is combined into one and then the inverse FFT is performed.
Figure1. Preprocessing stage
Figure2. Main Processing block of design
Figure3. Final stage of the design
The frequency domain signal is decomposed into magnitude and phase blocks.As the phase block doesn't undergo processing and is retained as such and then finally added to processed signal. The noise estimation -subtraction block initially finds out estimate of noise spectrum and then noise spectrum is subtracted from noisy spectrum.
The phase block divides phase into sine and cosine parts. These sine and cosine parts are inturn given to multiplier along with magnitude of clean signal. The output of these multipliers is given to Inverse FFT block which converts frequency domain signal back to time domain. The output of Inverse FFT block is enhanced signal.
Design II using Kalman Filter
Kalman method is a two stage process. One is Prediction step and second is Correction step. In prediction step, filter produces considerations of current state variables with their instabilities. Because of recursive nature of calculation the system can run progressively utilizing the present data estimations and with no extra past data requirement [9] .
The Kalman filter is designed to calculate the previous process using a feedback control. The process is estimated over the time and then it gets the feedback through observed data.This filter derives the possibilities into two groups. In step one derive the equation in order to update the time or prediction. In step two, update the observed data. 
RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The simulation results of both the Speech enhancement methods are plotted below.The SNR obtained for both the methods with seven different noise types are compared. Below are the simulation results for signal corrupted with carnoise in Spectral Subtraction and Kalman filtering methods.
The input and output waveforms of the Spectral Subtraction method is shown in the following simulation results.The spectrogram representation of noisy signal and enhanced signal is plotted below. All the waveforms and spectrograms are related to speech signal corrupted by Car noise at 5db SNR.
Figure6. Simulation Results using Spectral Subtraction method -Noisy Speech, Noise Estimates, Restored Speech
Figure7. Spectrogram of Noisy Speech signal using Spectral Subtraction method
Figure8. Spectrogram of Enhanced Speech signal using Spectral Subtraction method
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The input and output waveforms of the Kalman Filtering method is shown in the following simulation results.The spectrogram representation of noisy signal and enhanced signal is plotted below. All the waveforms and spectrograms are related to speech signal corrupted by Car noise at 5db SNR. 
